Clinic Actions Report

What does the report do?
The Clinic Actions Report provides information about the services provided during selected months. This report runs for clinic or agency data and you can run it to summarize (sum of total numbers) or average (average of total numbers). All client contact types (Clinic Actions) are listed, with the number and percent of clients in each client category who received each contact, and the total clients for each contact type.

How can I use this report?
You can use this report to see how many certifications and mid-certifications were completed during the report period. You might want to see how many cards were issued, or how many cards were deactivated. Maybe you want to find out more about how often benefits were issued, tailored, reissued, or voided.

How do I run this report?
1. Reports > Clinic Actions Report.
2. Select agency or clinic and date range. Select either Summarized Months or Average Months. Then Generate.
How do I interpret this report?
You can look at one or multiple months—Summarized or Averaged.

“Summarized” Months:

In these examples, you can see this agency completed 160 WIC Certifications using the “Summarized” months. Or, you can see that by using “Average” Months, that an average of 53 Certifications were completed each month.
What does the data mean/where is it pulled from?
This report will detail key contacts you had with clients during the report period by counting each time an action was completed, such as “Complete WIC Certification”, “PIN set”, “Issue Cards”, etc. Or, it counts each time a screen was saved, such as “Health Interview”, “Record Anthropometric Measurement”, “Record Client Proofs”, etc.

Clients are counted by their category and priority for their first active certification in the selected month(s).

- For example, if a woman is on WIC as pregnant on the first day of a month and then recertified as breastfeeding during the month, the report counts actions for her using her first category in the month, pregnant.
- If a child is Priority 5 on the first day of the month and recertified as Priority 3 during the month, the report counts actions for him as a Priority 5 child.

Note: You probably won’t want to use this report to look at how many Nutrition Education contacts you had because the report is capturing how many times the screen is saved. Since this screen is saved often, it may not be an accurate number if you want to know how many total nutrition education contacts your clinic completed.